Comrade Kishenji is immortal!
(On memory of Comrade Kishenji – First death anniversary)
CPI (M) is carrying great struggle in the world revolutionary battle field. They tempered tribal with great
ideology of Maoism and convey them to the battlefield of world revolution. It is no doubt of that when
Indian comrades give mortal attack to the enemy and become horripillation imperialist it is caused to rapture
of world revolutionary people.
Comrade Kishenji was brutally murdered by enemy according to well planned cowardly manner on 24th
November in 2011. That news was very painful news for world proletariat people as well as to us. We never
expect loss of our beloved comrade, ideal leader, great warier and guerilla general Kishenji from the world
revolutionary arena who was possess in our heart. It is hardly to bear us.
Before this blood thirsty Indian ruling class killed comrade Azad who was member of the politburo of CPI
Maoist. In that manner they tried to burrow the revolution killing the top leaders of revolution by fake
encounters, hiding in the prisoner camps, and launching the massacre to the masses.
Comrade Kishenji gave immortal contribution to development of the Indian revolution. His ideal guerilla
life has thrown sparks of fire of revolution everywhere of rural areas of India. The sparks thrown by him
ignite huge fire again and again. He is a revolutionary communist who had various abilities and his life
sacrifice is great loss to Indian revolution as well as world revolution.
Comrade Kishenji finely replied with his political of the gun to opportunist betrayers who came forward to
betray the revolution by ugly revisionist manner and to accomplish goals of capitalist imperialist. Some
parties which erstwhile RIM members like Nepal made so many damages to world proletariat revolution by
their new type of revisionism. Fearless sacrifice of the people in some area became to unfruitful so wrong
ideology and methodology followed by revisionist parties in there.
Comrade Kishenji’s immaculate political life gives ideal about genuine revolutionary leader and fearless
guerilla fighter. While he was killing brutally he protected party secrets even in his life. He defeated enemy
even in the face of death. Indian mercenaries are very feeble front of him because they used such a cowardly
manner to kill comrade Kishenji.
Until his death comrade Kishenji worked for revolution day and night. He dreamed on beautiful future
which be born with the victory of revolution. Although the capitalist ruling class expected to overthrow that
dreams from people’s heart with his death, that dreams are rooted more and livelier among the revolutionary
people and even revolutionary comrades in our country. Brutal murderer of comrade Kishenji was burned
with severe angry our hearts and even our vessels and bloods in our body. We embrace his inspired guerilla
life more and more. His fearless adventures will be inspired legends to guerilla fighters. We say to our
comrades you should be fearless, firm, honest and armed with revolutionary theory like Kishenji. For this
difficult time we want to revolutionaries and leaders who tempered from difficulties like him.
“You should be a revolutionary like Kishenji. We will give our homage to him taking the difficult task of
developing the revolutionary movement on this country.” We request that from our comrades.
“Spread the great ideology of the Maoism, based among the people, support to the revolutionary struggle in
every ways. Let us determine to improve the strength of our Group and to grasp revolutionary theory more
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and more to make successful journey toward building powerful revolutionary communist party to give
contribution for world revolution.
Indian revolution is our revolution, its victory is our victory, and its defeat is our victory. The sense is felt by
Indian comrades also same to us.
So many martyred revolutionary fighters in thousands like Bhagat Singh, Charu Mazumdar and Kanhai
Chatterji, Azad and Kishenji were originated from the people on behalf of revolutionary battle field. People
are unending spring of source of heroism. They will be given birth to thousands of koteswarlus.
In front of burning hate of the people Indian ruling class is become alone. From Eastern Ghats mountains
and in the Dandakarnaya and Andra forests as well as revolutionary activity areas like Lalghar and west
Bengal so on… sound of the comrade Kishenji’s gun will be resounded forever. His youthful voice of
manipulating the revolutionary struggle, and his voice of commanding to guerilla fighters, will be echoed in
forest lands, valleys, mountains and villages forever. The sons who followed in his steps, thousands of
kishenjis will be carried the revolution into victory.

Comrade Kishenji is Immortal!
Let us offer red homage to thousands of martyred comrades sacrificed the life for
revolution!
Long Live CPI (Maoist)!
Long Live Indian revolution!
Long Live Marxism Leninism Maoism!
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